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Abstract  

Tuberculosis of the wrist region is unusual site and requires high index of suspicion to get a validated diagnosis. The pattern 

of clinical features and their vagueness contribute to its neglect or misdiagnosis. Various other chronic pain disorders of the 

wrist can mimic the tubercular affectation of the wrist and vice versa. Complex regional pain syndrome type 1 is the clinical 

entity that can closely resemble prodromal features of tubercular disease especially in the settings of history of minor trauma 

and history of consequent immobilization as its treatment. 
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Introduction   

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome (CRPS) also called 

reflex sympathetic dystrophy in the past is a multifaceted 

chronic neuropathic pain disorder. Owing to varied 

patterns of morbidity, it is neither managed easily nor 

there are good evidence based guidelines [1, 2].  

 

It affects 25.2 cases per 100,000 as described based on 

criteria laid down by International Association for the 

Study of Pain (IASP) [3, 4].  

 

Most of the time a triggering event is noted and sprains 

and fractures are the commonest of all [5]. CRPS type 1 

differs from type 2 as the former has absence of 

associated nerve injuries. Literature states that proper 

history and clinical examination is the cornerstone of its 

diagnosis. 

 

Case Report  

The case was a 46 year lady who had history of pre-

existing off and on right side wrist pain for last five 

months. She was taking occasional pain medication for 

the pain with transient effect.  

 

She suffered a low energy trauma with the mechanism of 

fall on the outstretched hand three days before she 

consulted us in view of pain, swelling and difficulty in 

wrist and hand functions thus affecting her activities of 

daily living.  

 

 

Radiograph of the case revealed no obvious or occult 

fracture and any significant deformity .She was advised a 

plaster of paris below elbow slab in order to alleviate pain 

and swelling for one or two weeks. She was compliant to 

the treatment but pain and swelling was mildly reduced 

thus the splintage continued for another week.  

 

After that she had a ten day course of physiotherapy in 

view of finger and wrist stiffness. She was on pain 

medications on as and when required basis along with 

calcium and vitamin D supplements.  

 

The pain score improved but not completely abolished 

and it was significant on active or passive finger and wrist 

movements. The patient had a feeling of clumsiness when 

initiating any activity with that extremity.  

 

The swelling was also not completely resolved and the 

most troublesome element was the stiffness in the wrist. 

No other associated disorders and ‘red flags’ were found. 

The radiograph of the wrist at one and half month interval 

showed spotty osteoporosis with hazyness of bony 

architecture [Fig 1].  

 

A provisional diagnosis of complex regional pain 

syndrome was made and patient was advised supervised 

physiotherapy and oral bisphosphonates along with 

calcium supplementation. Recalcitrant complaints were 

analyzed with regional MRI. [Fig 2 & 3]  
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Fig 1: Radiograph showing features of CRPS 1 following trauma. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: MRI showing wrist bones and adjacent soft tissue pathology. 
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Fig 3: MRI showing inflammatory edema with tubercular etiology. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Six months after anti-tubercular therapy, improvement in bone radiography. 

 

MRI showed marked erosion and large edema involving 

distal radius, ulna, multiple carpals and base of second 

and third metacarpals. There was marked synovial 

thickening and fluid seen along distal radio-ulnar, radio-

carpal, inter-carpal and few carpo-metacarpal joints.  

 

Marked fluid and synovial thickening was seen along 

flexor and extensor tendon sheaths. Rest of the study was 

unremarkable and impression was of an infective or 

inflammatory arthritis with probable tubercular etiology. 

 

Result  

The patient was put on four drugs anti tubercular 

treatment and she showed good clinical response and 

improvement in all parameters when reviewed a month 

later. A follow up of three, six and twelve and final 
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eighteen months were encouraging with dramatic 

improvement in clinical as well as radiological studies. 

 

Discussion 

Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is divided into 

two types, based on associated neurological involvement 

i.e. type 1 without and type 2 with neurological features. 

The common precipitating factor is traumatic events 

often with variable period of immobilization and 

splintage as its treatment.  

 

The classical features include pain, stiffness of wrist, 

fingers and sometimes other joints [6]. Apart from shiny 

skin with loss of sweat and radiological features like 

patchy osteoporosis, vasomotor changes can be found in 

variable severity. The condition has predilection for 

female sex, middle age and distal part of extremities like 

hand and foot [7].  

 

Most of the features of tuberculosis can be overlooked by 

this presentation. Thus in the settings of CRPS , a good 

follow-up and use of advance imaging modalities like 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can help differentiate 

between the two for better management. 

 

Tubercular infection of the wrist region mimicking CRPS 

in the setting of minor soft tissue injury and consequent 

immobilization offers a diagnostic dilemma. Authors 

could find similar case reports only once as per the 

literature search in this regard [8]. 

 

Conclusion   

The constellation of clinical features may at times mask 

the underlying disorder other than CRPS, more notably 

in cases where minor traumatic injuries and 

immobilization is also associated. A meticulous attention 

to detail about auxillary pointers and taking help of 

modern imaging modalities like MRI can be instrumental 

to better management of such cases. 
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